ARCHITECTs’ response to reshaping our cities that are resilient to pandemic situations
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“Centralized Vs Decentralized?”
"Centralized Vs Decentralized?"
Commuting

Travel by themselves – enhance connectivity, alternate transport mode
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Commuting

// Travel by themselves
// Walkability – pleasant to WALK and place to REST

“Car - Centric Vs People - Centric ?”
Elderly Care

Hong Kong:
...any age-friendly planning other than “Elderly Home” phenomenon?
Promote healthy city through good architecture design
PROMOTE BETTER AFFORDABLE HOUSING DESIGN
High Land Price → Decrease of Flat Size & Family Size → ‘Communal-living’ Spaces in City and Residential Development become important
PROMOTE BETTER COMMUNAL FACILITIES DESIGN
PROMOTE BETTER NATURAL VENTILATION & DAYLIGHTING
QUARANTINE CAMP RESPONSE TO PANDEMIC
FUTURE PROOF
DISASTER, EXPANSION AND CONVERSION READINESS
DETAIL EASY TO CLEAN & ANTI VIRUS MATERIAL
TOUCH-LESS DESIGN
NEW NORMAL EQUIPMENT
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APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY
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Q & A
Warka Tower

Challenge
In Ethiopia major health problems are caused by the spread of diseases perpetuated by the lack of clean water and sanitation systems. Often contaminated by human and animal waste, water quality is severely poor. The impact of tainted water on the health of communities is significant.
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